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Congratulations, you have finally made the decision to
buy a ukulele! A very wise choice and be prepared to
buy more as they are very addictive. The good news
is Ukuleles Anonymous is a very happy place to be. In
this quick guide we are going to go over all the very
basic points necessary to get you the absolute
beginner playing the uke as fast as possible.
 



PART 1: TOP TEN POINTE
ON BUYING YOUR FIRST
UKULELE
Even if you already own a ukulele, these next
few ideas are very important to keep in mind
for any future purchases. 
 
⦁ Don’t Be Cheap! When it comes to ANY musical
instrument one of the major causes of failure is not
having a proper instrument to learn on. People think, “well
I may not like this so I will spend as little as possible.”
Unfortunately the lower the price the better chance it
has major flaws. Luckily ukuleles are not really
complicated, and some decent instruments can be
found for $80 and above. A great first ukulele is one
from any major brand in the price range of $100-150, in
that range some very nice ukes can be found.
 
⦁ A Good Return Policy is a Must! You are a beginner in
this world and will make mistakes in learning. Being
inexperienced you will not always know if a ukulele is a
good one. If you do get a lemon or even one with minor
problems, it should be easy to return to the company
you bought it from. In fact, make sure return shipping will
be included if necessary.
 



⦁ Read Reviews! Ukulele makers come and
go and there are plenty of them. The best
way to find the instrument you want is to
have a general idea of your needs and any
product that catches your eye, read the
reviews thoroughly. If we see a product with
lots of positive reviews than we stand a
good chance of buying a great ukulele.
 
⦁ Inspect the Build! Granted ordering online
this isn’t possible, but still when you get the
uke give it an inspection. The tuners should
easily move, and the strings shouldn’t be too
far from the fretboard. This is known as the
action and if the action is too high, pressing
down with your fingers is not easy. None of
the metal frets should be loose, the bridge
should be glued, and there should be no
holes but the sound hole. Ukuleles are very
simple instruments so it’s really common
sense when inspecting. 
 



⦁ Intonation!!! This is a very important aspect of any
stringed instrument, especially those that have frets.
When you press your finger down to play a note, a
properly built ukulele will play that note. If the intonation
is off the note will be wrong and the instrument kind of
worthless except for maybe experimentation. The best
way to quick check the intonation is to play some
chords and see how they sound, but for the absolute
beginner this might be difficult. You can also use a
tuner to check intonation which we will explain in the
next section. 
 
⦁ Wood! Wood is very important and does affect the
sound, especially solid wood vs laminated, as the
former sounds better. However, the exact wood of the
uke only really matters when spending a much higher
amount. In the price range $100-150 you will see a few
different woods and none standout much amongst
each other. If you are at a brick and mortar store than
you have the ability to play each one to decide what
you think sounds best.
 



⦁ Sizes! The four most popular ukulele sizes are (smallest to
largest) soprano, concert, tenor, and baritone. The first
three are the best choices for beginners, in fact a lot of
first timers love the concert and tenor. The baritone is
tuned different and more like a tenor guitar (a small 4 string
guitar family member). They also have bass ukuleles and
banjo ukuleles or banjoleles. The great comedian Peter
Sellers played the banjo uke in real life and in his movies!
 
⦁ Accessories! Honestly the only real accessory you need
is a case. A hard or semi-hard case is essential as it will get
damaged even if you keep it only in your room. Years ago
tuners and music store books were important, now you can
get a tuner app on your smart device and a myriad of online
resources exist like this! Just your ukulele, case, and strings,
which matter enough to have their own category. If you
want to use your ukulele in concert, then you will need a
pickup installed. Many ukes now are sold as
electric/acoustic, this makes the ukulele cost a little more.
 
⦁ Strings! Most lower end and moderate priced ukuleles will
come with cheap strings on them. If you have no music
experience it is not advised to change them right away, first
get to know it a little. Eventually though, you want to put
quality strings on your instrument. The right strings can
make your uke sing. Again, reviews and social media groups
and forums are great places to find what string company
currently has the best reputation.



You have a lot  of  choices,  don’t  let  i t  get
overwhelming.  As long as you spend an appropr iate
amount at  a reputable p lace you wi l l  do f ine.  At the
end of  the day no matter the cost i f  you see or
especial ly  hear a uke that you l ike,  then go with your
gut.  As promised after  p laying for  a couple months
you wi l l  be looking into try ing another size.  I t  is  not
uncommon for  many ukule le p layers to have al l  four
sizes or  specialty ukes made.  The reason we love it
so much is the sound!  Next we wi l l  show you how to
get that beautifu l  sound.

Are You Happy With It?
 



PART 2: TIPS ON TUNING

Even though ukulele is one of the easiest
instruments to play, for the absolute beginner
just simply tuning can be a nightmare. See the
ukulele uses re-entrant tuning, which means the
notes don’t go in order from low to high. Also
the strings can be very stretchy and when new
can take MANY attempts to keep tuned. 

⦁ Understand the Notes. Pretend for a moment we don’t
have all the technology we have, and we are using a
piano to tune our instrument. G4 C4 E4 and A4 are the
notes of the soprano, concert, and tenor ukulele. They
correspond to these notes on the piano



⦁ These Notes Are Re-entrant. If you follow that
picture you will that the first note is much higher
than the second, and then we go a little higher and
then the final string is the highest. This odd tuning
style is really what gives the uke that unique sound.
So when you first start tuning, be sure to have a
good comparison or tuner.
 
⦁ Use Another Instrument. If you do have a piano
that is tuned, then by all means use that to tune
your ukulele. If you have another instrument around
that can be used also. Being able to tune without a
machine is a very important skill. However, in the
beginning a tuner is ok to use.
 
⦁ Tuner. This here is the most important thing to
have and these days they have apps to download.
Find an app that tells you which note AND
OCTAVE, that way you can see you are getting
close to G4, C4, E4. And A4. This technology is
very helpful especially if you are a solitary ukulele
player and have no other musicians or instruments
around. 
 



⦁ Tuning Will Need Repeated. In some cases with a
new instrument it may take a number of tunings
before it slips out. If after a couple hours to a day
you have to retune, that is normal at first. However
after the strings have been broken in and tuned
multiple times, if they keep slipping then you may
have bad tuners or a knot slipping on the bridge.
 
⦁ My Dog Has Fleas. When you first pick up a
ukulele one of the fastest ways to check the tuning
is to pluck each string and sing “my dog has fleas.”
The notes GCEA correspond to each word and
string pluck. Once you have tuned your instrument
many times you will start to get better at doing it
by ear. This simple phrase puts you in the right
direction.
 
⦁ Baritone Tuning. The baritone ukulele is tuned
with the notes D3-G3-B3-E4, which are four steps
below the GCEA tuning above. These days they
make special strings to tune baritones as GCEA, if
you try it with regular strings they will break.
 



⦁ Experiment with Tunings. Some argue that the
baritone isn’t really a ukulele as it uses the different
tuning, but we disagree as you can still use other
tunings and get the ukulele vibe in more than one
key. One popular tuning is called Low G, where you
have a G3 instead of G4. This requires a special
string and was used by IZ in the famous uke cover
of “Over the Rainbow.” You can also tune your
soprano, concert, or tenor to A4-D4-F#4-B4, which
is a step up from the normal GCEA. This higher
tuning was standard in the 1930’s ukulele craze,
it’s fun and sounds great!
 
⦁ Know When to Get Help. If you find yourself really
struggling with tuning, then you may need help
diagnosing the problem. Strings should not be
breaking in a uke and if you get too much tension
you can rip your bridge apart. If you tried multiple
tuning methods and just have a horrible sounding
instrument, do you best to find some help to get it
figured. In many cases it is likely a defect that is not
your problem and another musician may spot it. 
 



PART 3: 4 CHORDS TO
PLAY 4000 SONGS
At this point you say 4000 songs… really?!? No, in
reality you will be able to probably play more than that.
It just looks better and the fours go together! Believe it
or not the music we all love has a handful of chord
progressions used over and over again. 
 
Of course there are more complicated chords, more
keys, and a lot to learn in music theory. However since
you are a total beginner, we want to get you playing and
enjoying the uke immediately! So with these first four
chords you will be able play a variety of tunes. 

Without pressing on any strings just pluck the basic G-C-E-A “my
dog has fleas.” We would notate this 0000 as you have all open
strings. The first and easiest chord to learn on the ukulele is C major
which is notated 0003. Simply put your index or middle finger right
before the third fret and pluck all the strings. 
 
When you first strum a chord play each string alone, make sure they
all sound good. If the string you are pressing your finger on isn’t
sounding right than you may need to adjust your finger before the
fret. You also want to make sure you don’t deaden any other strings
with that finger.



The next chord we will learn is A minor, or notated as 2000.
Again make sure your index on the second fret of the G string
doesn’t touch any other strings. Play each note separately
and then strum the chord. It shouldn’t take too long to learn to
switch from C major to A minor.
 

Next we will need two fingers for the F major chord, notated
as 2010. The middle finger is used in the second fret of the
first string and the index on the first of the third string. Make
sure each string sounds, as it gets harder the more fingers
you have on the board. 



The final chord in our little guide is the
hardest, the G major. This is notated as 0132
and we use the index on the 1, the middle on
the 3, and the final 2 with our ring finger. This
chord will take a little time to be able to sound
completely right. 

A quick note about “fat fingers,” they really don’t
exist. Regardless of your finger size you only use
a small portion to fret a string. It’s not your finger
size that makes it sound bad, but in reality, your
lack of practice. Some pretty huge people play
the uke with no problem. The more you have
quality practice the sooner your chords will sound
better.
 

 
Just remember to check each finger and that it is
in the right position and not touching anything
else. We don’t give you these four chords to rush
you, it may take a couple days to get them down,
every student has their own pace. 
 



Before we can put these chords to use, we
need to practice our switching back and forth.
As you play them try to remember when
switching where to go without looking at
notation. 
 
Once you can slowly switch from each chord
you are ready to start on some songs. To be
clear the song examples below only give you
the chords. The strums and rhythms can vary,
and they alone can have their own instruction
book, but for now just use your memory and
feeling. 
 
You should notice playing the ukulele puts a
smile on your face and is very uplifting, don’t
fret about specific rhythms at first, just go with
the flow. For every beginner there is a steep hill
at first, a little finger pain, bad sounds,
annoying repetitive mistakes, but fear not you
will reach the top of the hill.



C-Am-F-G
 
If we play the chords in the order that we learned them, then we
have a doo wop progression. The song Monster Mash has
these chords as well as nearly every other doo wop tune. Earth
Angel, Beauty School Dropout, plenty of 50’s themed music
follows this chord progression.
 
C-G-Am-F
 
This chord progression is in so many songs a comedy group
named The Axis of Awesome has a popular video where they
sing a plethora of tunes that follow this order. I’m Yours, No
Woman No Cry, Let it Be. In fact so many songs have this
progression its proof that people’s ears have certain
preferences.
 
C-G-F
 
This is the very popular 1-4-5 progression used in thousands of
pop and rock tunes. Twist and Shout, Wild Thing, Get Off of My
Cloud. Add a seventh chord in and we have rock n roll bread and
butter!
 
C-G
 
Believe it or not you will come across plenty of great songs that
have only two chords in them! Folk songs, nursery rhymes, even
some popular rock tunes have only two chords!
 



Already you may be finding yourself limited in this key of C
with the chords C-Am-F-G, as some songs may not be
sounding right. Well now that you’ve got a taste of ukulele
playing you can start expanding your knowledge. 
 
As you have already seen the ukulele is a very basic
instrument with easy playability. In no time at all a student
can go from picking one up for the first time ever to
playing songs. 
 
Very few instruments have such quick gratification. The
next step is learning some more chords and some basic
scales. Take a ukulele journey with us and we can show
you how to advance your ukulele skills all the while giving
you confidence in understanding how music works. 
 

Find out more about our ukulele
selection on 

 

www.PlayLimba.com 
 

and get the unique 20% OFF discount
with coupon code "INSIDER" for any

purchase you make on our store!


